MEMBERSHIP FORM

STANDARD BENEFITS

- Individual - $30
  - All standard benefits for ONE person, plus:
    - 10% OFF discount at the Amazing Body Store
    - DISCOUNTS on select Education programs & events

- Dual - $50
  - All standard benefits for TWO people, plus:
    - 10% OFF discount at the Amazing Body Store
    - DISCOUNTS on select Education programs & events

- Family - $85
  - All standard benefits for FIVE people, plus:
    - 10% OFF discount at the Amazing Body Store
    - DISCOUNTS on select Education classes, camps and programs
    - ONE complimentary guest pass for general admission

Membership benefits are non-transferable and non-refundable. Benefits are subject to change without notice. Names of members must be listed at the time of purchase. Valid ID is required at time of visit to DeBakey Cell Lab. All primary members must be 16 years or older.

FREE general admission for one year
$2 OFF Museum parking
EXCLUSIVE invites to select museum events, mixers, and new exhibit previews
INVITATION to Member Weekend Tour Series
FREE first-time visit to the DeBakey Cell Lab*
DISCOUNTS at the Amazing Body Store
FREE admission to 300+ participating Association of Science-Technology Centers (ASTC)

CHOOSE YOUR MEMBERSHIP LEVEL

- □ INDIVIDUAL - $30
  - (SSZ)[HUKHY KULUL][ZMVY 65, WLY ZVUWSZ]
  - 6-KPZ)\[H\]OL(THAPUN)VK \:\[VYL
  - 60*6<5; VUZSLJ][K]H[PVU W Y VNY HTZL]LU[Z

- □ DUAL - $50
  - (SSZ)[HUKHY KULUL][ZMVY 66WVLVW SLWSZ]
  - 6-KPZ)\[H\]OL(THAPUN)VK \:\[VYL
  - 60*6<5; VUZSLJ][K]H[PVU W Y VNY HTZL]LU[Z

- □ FAMILY - $85
  - (SSZ)[HUKHY KULUL][ZMVY 65, WLY ZVUWSZ]
  - 6-KPZ)\[H\]OL(THAPUN)VK \:\[VYL
  - 60*6<5; VUZSLJ][K]H[PVU W Y VNY HTZL]LU[Z

- □ SMITHSONIAN FAMILY MAX - $120
  - 6-KPZ)\[H\]OL(THAPUN)VK \:\[VYL
  - 6-KPZ)\[H\]OL(THAPUN)VK \:\[VYL
  - 6-KPZ)\[H\]OL(THAPUN)VK \:\[VYL
  - 6-KPZ)\[H\]OL(THAPUN)VK \:\[VYL
  - 6-KPZ)\[H\]OL(THAPUN)VK \:\[VYL

MEMBER INFORMATION
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PAYMENT METHOD
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